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Summer is near and everyone is working out to get that beach-ready toned physique. Gym bunnies 
are spending hours to sweat those extra pounds to unveil abs made for billboards (or maybe a picture 
profile on one of those social networking sites).  

What most people don’t realize is that working out to get that model look is very similar to investing 
to increase one's wealth.  

1.     Diet – Save  
                  All the exercise and sweating out will not work if you hang out with crispy pata and suman 
with native cocoa every day.  You must have a healthy and balanced diet. Same with investments, it 
will not be possible to be financially-healthy if you spend all your money shopping. Set aside a fix 
portion of your income regularly and spend only what is left. The rule should be: 

INCOME – SAVINGS = EXPENSE 

2.     Have a Plan – Risk Profile  
                  Your workout program is personal and may not apply to your friend. You might need a 
cardio workout but your friend might need strength training. The same is true with investing. It is 
very unique and personal as investors have different risk profiles, goals and investment horizon.  You 
may be comfortable with price fluctuations while your friend cannot sleep thinking of his funds 
heading south even if temporary. Remember, it is not a one-size-fits-all. It is important to take the 
Client Suitability Assessment to find out your risk profile.  

3.     Exercise – Diversify              
                  You spend hours in the gym not just to work out your biceps but your whole body; not just 
because it looks good, but because you need to work out each part to keep your entire body fit and 
strong.  With investments, it is not advisable to put all your money in one type of instrument. It is best 
to spread out your investments among different asset classes to lessen your portfolio’s risk. 
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4.     Schedule Training – Regular Subscription  
                  Working out is a continuous process to achieve your goal and to maintain it.  It should be 
done on a regular basis. Just like exercising, regular contribution to your investment is best to build 
up the desired wealth. BPI's Regular Subscription Plan allows you to contribute to your investment 
hassle-free for a minimum of P1,000. Your contributions may be small, but it will accumulate until you 
reach your financial goal. 

 

5.    Have a Personal Trainer - Investment Counselor  
                  Of course you want to be in a gym that is equipped with the latest power machines and 
with well-trained personnel. Same with investing, you want to entrust your money to a bank who has 
a long history of managing money   and who has Investment Counselors  to help you make the best 
investment decisions for your hard earned money.  
         
Getting the body you've always fancied is not a difficult undertaking once you've committed to 
looking good. And just like working out ,  increasing your wealth should be easy once you've 
developed the  discipline of  investing regularly. Keep in mind that you  reap what you sow. 

 

 

 

 

 


